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Our goal



Try to define microservice
Discuss what you gain and what you lose with
microservices
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Defining Microservice


Unfortunately there’s no consensual definition



But here’s a widely referenced attempt to define it:
The microservice architectural style is an approach to developing a
single application as a suite of small services, each running in its own
process and communicating with lightweight mechanisms, often an
HTTP resource API. These services are built around business
capabilities and independently deployable by fully automated
deployment machinery. [Lewis 2014]
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But from what
I’ve seen
out there,
microservices
are more
than that
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Microservices: the hype and the bloated
features


Based on a web search, one might think microservices should:













Have few lines of code (some say 10-100 LOC)
Be developed by a team that can be fed by 1 or 2 pizzas
Offer coarse-grained operations (though microservices are fine-grained
services)
Not participate in complex service compositions
Be monitored by sophisticated logging and monitoring infrastructure
Be developed by teams split around business capabilities per Conway's law
Be run by the team who built them
Manage their own databases
Match DDD bounded contexts
Be dynamically discovered
Be small enough to be rewritten in two weeks
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If it’s not microservices, it is…
To understand the new we
need to look back to the old:
The monolithic model
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The monolith







All services within the application (or some equivalent boundary) are
packaged together into one deployment artifact
This deployment artifact or deployment bundle is the “monolith”
Any small change to the application
requires building and redeploying
the entire monolith
This approach has been the norm
since the beginning of multi-tier
Web applications and SOA
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The microservice


The microservices style dictates that the deployment unit should
contain only one service or just a few cohesive services


This deployment constraint is the distinguishing factor [Merson 2015a]

microservices
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Monolithic and microservices - variations
Services deployed separately
but still monolithic

Containerized microservices
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Microservice design


Though the style doesn’t mandate specific technologies,
microservices typically communicate via:





Microservices should be designed according to SOA design
guidelines




HTTP (following the REST style)
Asynchronous messages/events

Defining the functional context of a microservice is critical

Microservice is not a good alternative in all cases


As always the architect should weigh the
tradeoffs against the requirements
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Microservices benefits* (1)


Deployability






More agility to roll out new versions of a service due to shorter
build + test + deploy cycles
Flexibility to employ service-specific security, replication, persistence,
and monitoring configurations

Scalability




Each microservice can be scaled independently using pools, clusters,
and grids
The deployment characteristics make microservices a great match for
the elasticity of the cloud

* Source: Microservices Beyond the Hype: What You Gain and What You Lose [Merson 2015b]
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Microservices benefits (2)


Modifiability








More flexibility to use new frameworks, libraries, data sources, and other
resources
Microservices are loosely coupled, modular components accessible only
via their contracts
Dynamic discovery and binding via a registry is sometimes used for
location transparency

Availability


Rolling out a new version of a microservice requires little downtime,
whereas in the monolith it requires a slower restart of the entire monolith
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Microservices benefits (3)


Management




Design autonomy






Application development effort is divided across teams that are smaller
and work more independently
The team has freedom to employ different languages, frameworks, and
patterns to design and implement each microservice
The team can redesign and redeploy each microservice independently

Reliability


A fault affects that microservice alone and its consumers, whereas in the
monolithic model a service fault may bring down the entire monolith
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Microservices challenges (1)


Deployability




Performance






Deployment becomes more complex with many jobs, scripts, transfer
areas, and configuration files for deployment
Services more likely need to communicate over the network, whereas
services within the monolith may benefit from local (in-process) calls
If the microservice uses dynamic discovery, the registry lookup is a
performance overhead

Memory use


Several classes and libraries are often replicated in each microservice
bundle, and the overall memory footprint increases
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Microservices challenges (2)


Modifiability




Mechanisms to improve autonomy, such as eventual consistency and
asynchronous calls, add design complexity to microservices
Changes to the contract more likely impact consumers deployed
elsewhere




Testability




In the monolithic model, consumers are more likely to be within the monolith
and will be rolled out in lockstep with the service

Automated tests are harder to set up and run because they may span
different microservices on different runtime environments

Management


The application operation effort increases because there are more
deployed components, log files, and connections to oversee
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Microservices challenges (3)


Availability




If you use a registry for dynamic discovery, unavailability of the registry
may compromise the consumer-service interaction

Runtime autonomy


In the monolith, the overall business logic is collocated, whereas with
microservices the logic is spread across microservices




All else being equal, a microservice is more likely to interact with other
microservices over the network—that interaction decreases autonomy

If the interaction between microservices involves changing data, the
need for a transactional boundary further compromises autonomy
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How to avoid autonomy issues?


There are different techniques to avoid runtime autonomy issues
with microservices:








Data replication plus eventual consistency
Event-driven architecture (EDA)
Command query responsibility segregation (CQRS)
Aligning microservices with DDD bounded contexts

These techniques are not inherent to microservices
They can prevent autonomy issues that could arise from splitting
services in a monolith into microservices
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Questions – now or later
Paulo Merson
pmerson@acm.org
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BACKUP SLIDES
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Microservice FAQ (1)
1.

Is microservice an architecture style/pattern?


2.

What is MSA?


3.

It’s microservices architecture, but the acronym didn’t stick.

Can I use SOAP in microservices?


4.

Yes, and it has been described as such [Richardson 2015,
Merson 2016].

In general, tools, frameworks, and literature around microservices
consider http (REST) and event-driven messaging as the options,
not SOAP.

Can I use platform specific component technologies in
microservices?


Same as previous answer.
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Microservice FAQ (2)
5.

Are microservices “SOA done right”?


6.

Do I need an API gateway to use microservices?


7.

No, the API gateway is optional.

Can I use an API gateway if I am not doing
microservices?


8.

No. First off, microservice is not the right solution in all cases.
Second, many people were not successful with SOA but now we
know how “to do it right”—ask me how.

Yes, it’s useful if you have public REST-based APIs regardless of
whether they follow the microservice style.

What’s an API gateway?


See next slide.
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API gateway (1)


API gateway has recently been added to the SOA landscape






An API gateway is middleware that intercepts all calls to your
publicly visible services





This kind of product emerged from the increasing prominence of APIs as
a means of doing business with an organization
API gateway is an example of API management software

Thus it centralizes access to your APIs
These APIs are basically REST services

API gateways also offer several features, many of them found in
ESBs, such as




Message transformation and protocol bridging
Message routing
Traffic monitoring
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API gateway (2)
The API gateway
proxies all calls
from diverse client
apps to your public
APIs
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